God Fights Actively on Our Side

25 He caused their chariot wheels to wobble, so that they had difficulty driving. “Let us flee from the Israelites,” said the Egyptians, “for the LORD is fighting for them against Egypt!” 26 Then the LORD said to Moses, “Stretch out your hand over the sea, so that the waters may flow back over the Egyptians and their chariots and horsemen.” 27 So Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and at daybreak the sea returned to its normal state. As the Egyptians were retreating, the LORD swept them into the sea... 28 The waters flowed back and covered the chariots and horsemen—the entire army of Pharaoh that had chased the Israelites into the sea. Not one of them survived. 29 But the Israelites had walked through the sea on dry ground, with walls of water on their right and on their left.

There are a number of unusual words used in this section which may reveal overlooked details in the tale of the “defeat” of the Egyptians at the Sea of Reeds; or at least I had overlooked these details. The first Hebrew word of the passage is “יטנ,” which I had usually assumed meant that God (or the muddy bottom of the sea, as part of God’s miracle) had “taken off” or “removed” the Egyptian chariot wheels. A complete removal of the wheels would have meant that the chariots were then being dragged, which does fit the literal expression that [the army] “drove forward heavily.” But the Egyptians actually continued being able to move; indeed, they attempted to flee, according to the text. So the Egyptian chariots weren’t completely stuck in the mud without their wheels, it seems. Hence the New JPS version understands this verb as coming from “יטנ”, a meaning “binding,” translating it as [the Lord] “locked” the wheels. Yet another English version understands the root of the verb as “יטנ” meaning “turn aside” or “to make turn aside.” How do wheels “turn aside,” or turn from side to side? Well, this version gives the translation that God caused the wheels to “wobble.” According to this translation, the Egyptians would have had a little more ability to flee, although with some degree of drag or “heaviness.”

I now tend towards understanding that Egyptians had more ability to flee based upon some other terms which I hadn’t noticed previously. Before this I had mostly pictured the Egyptians stuck in the mud with their wheel-less chariots, stationary until the water wave came back. The text does say that the Egyptians fled, but I had never taken that too literally. The text also says that “Egypt said ‘Let me flee,’” which I understood to mean they were going to attempt to flee. But I had assumed that they were too stuck in the mud to have actually fled.

However, in verse 27, I was puzzled by the text’s use the term “יטנ”, which means to “shake off.” The terms is used for “winnowing” or “shaking off” the chaff from wheat. You can “shake off” or “sweep off” the crumbs from your lap. The typical translations I had previously seen translate this as “hurling” the Egyptians into the engulfing sea, but “hurling” more appropriately fits a term used later, “יטנ”, meaning “to cast upwards.” As I now picture it, the Egyptians had gone pretty far on the dried path in the sea before God decided to smite their chariots. They were all far out from shore, deep in the middle of where the sea had been. Only then did God smite the Egyptians’ chariots so they started wobbling. Perhaps they hadn’t noticed mud building up on the chariot wheels mesing with them at an earlier stage, but in any case wobbling wasn’t a problem until later. Then they noticed the wobbling, making them drag as they moved forward. This “wobbling” the Egyptians saw as a sign of God’s fighting for Israel,” causing the Egyptians to reverse course and flee. The Egyptians do seem to have made some headway in turning back, although they had not yet reached the shore. To make sure the Egyptians would not be able to escape from God’s power, God had Moses stretch forth his staff to bring back the sea waters. The fleeing Egyptians retreating towards the shore were “swept off,” back into the sea, like so many breadcrumbs swept off a lap.

The last term I’ll examine is the usage of the word “יטנ” or “wall,” not because I have an alternate translation, but rather because having studied about sieges and fortifications in the Prophets, it now connotes more to me than just a metaphor for a vertical heap. A “wall” among Biblical inhabitants of fortified cites connotes a high degree of military protection. The “right and left” are also terms used in sword warfare. The story more vividly for me portrays God actively fighting for the Israelites, shielding them behind walls and actively sweeping away the enemy, so that not a one remained surviving. (I also prefer the “survived” translation over “remained.”) May God similarly fight actively on our side and defend His People always, and may we remember that He invariably will continue to do so.
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